Poetry

"Senior" Undergrad
Happi-
Toothless
Up to the Moon and Past the Stars
Patridotic
Sleepwork
Abstraction no. 1
Upon Finishing a Short Story...
The Strip is Just One Street
Purple Engine
Immortal Bliss
The Humidity
Faults
Sestina 1
Cinderella's Happily Ever After
Manners
Sister
To Her Living Vessel
Wanderlust
HoundsToothDress
Kickball
Girlfriend
Abortion
When Light Gleams
Sister, Original Spirit
Lunchtime
Safari
Left Margin Film Noir
Lake Effect Snow
Affetuoso
Autumnal Window
Frayed Edges
The Day That Never Happened
Wedding Poem
2003, San Juan Comalapa...
Seventh Grade Math
Lightning Rods
Lipservice
Some kind of Grave
Pulling Away
In Which There is a Place...
Every Poem
Fight the Good Fight
Cornerstone of Life
How to Go Back in Time
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Jennifer Trucksa
Paul Sorenson
Matthew Kovich
Matthew Kovich
Cady Micko
Abbie Bryant
Karen Webb Owen
Kristina Zaremba
Mardelle Fortier
Andrea Coutu
Derek Yang
Nicolette Augustyn
Winslow Vanchelay
David Beeching
Clayton Adams
Clayton Adams
Maureen Tolman Flannery
Joshua Ziemann
Jason Snart
Wilda Morris
Nim Patel
Wilda Morris
Anthony Opal
Kamil David Leoniuk
Madeline DeRose
David Thomas
Jason Ahlenius
Molly Wilmes
Sara Berg
Sarah Dancine
Prose

19  Gravity Hates The Cream Puff       Nevah Tommy
30  Kitchen Knives                      Mardelle Fortier
42  Simon Says, "It's Morning Sickness." Kristina Zaremba
53  Student: Wendy                      Kathleen Ward
71  The Puddle                          John J. Gordon
76  Melt                                 Kathleen Ward
89  Gray Scale                          Christopher Schmitt
94  Condensation                      Cady Micko

Artwork and Photography

Cover Art  Rusty Tales                  Anne Hansen
          Face 2                               Terry Jones
          An Idea                               Pat Pope
          In the Garden of Eaten                 David Simcik
          Surrounded                            Anne Hansen
          XX-XY - Fatal Attraction of the Chromosomes Gabriel E. Vargas
          Symmetrical Living                     David Mayhew
          Protest Against The War                  Myong Suk Suh
          Timeless Lessons                         Erin Gordon
          Perspective                             Jakk Sawyer
          Untitled                                Amanda Crane
          Balancing Goblets                        Jason Mack
          Bed                                     John Hankiewicz
          Aire                                    Mary Yezek
          Untitled #1                             Nancy Balling
          Reclining Nude with Appetite               J. Michael Carter
          The Rites of Spring                       Tania Blanco
          Inching Home                              Laura Lein-Svencner
          Korean Traditional Folk Dance                  Myong Suk Suh
          Eyes for Spring                           Dortha J. Douglass
          Discovery                                David Simcik
          Weathered Fair View                        Christopher Schmitt
          Cerro Gordo Ore Car Railroad              Frank M. Jackowiak
          Untitled 2                                     Amanda Crane
          A Picture of a Memory                        Sarah Fallon
          The Artist And His Ego                         David Beeching
          Leaves and Frost                             Denis Hagen
          Standing strong against the current                Richard Voss
          Wildflower Series #1                        Nancy Balling
          Squares #1                                       Harry Sidebotham
          Eyes of One Soul                                Jacqueline Winters
          Une Femme Au Chapeau Avec Chien                  Joe Benigni
          Escape to the Next World                        David Mayhew
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